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Introduction

It seems regrettable that so little educationally

relevant researCh CV, alternatively, so little relevant

educational research has developed from the view that

most instruction must proceed essentially one sentence

at a time. It can be well argued that most instruction,

and certainly most that is found in the middle grades

and beyond, is spun off as a practically endless series

of more or less granmatical sentences. Whatever the

specific effects of instruction are, most have their

origins in a relatively few sentences whidh probably

serve as reinfmcers or as mediators-guides of learner

conduct.

There is both a shmtage of earlier, relevant

research and until recently, a prevailing attitude which

was unsympathetic toward change of the accustomed research

patterns. Instructional and training research studies

dealt most often with two or more broad and undefined

instructional conditions, the effects of which were

then compared. No matter what these comparisons showed

(and overwhelmingly they showed no reliable differences),

the underlying causes of the observed results could

only be crudely surmised. Now, and especially in the

last five to ten years, there has been some change in

the prevailing attitude and a greater interest in the

detailed characteristics of instruction. This interest

is nct yet a uniform concern with the language of instruction,

nordoes it always reflect the view expressed above, but

it does represent an important change nevertheless.

. .Like so many custcas which grow more intricate and

ritualized with time, if the earlier patterns in instructional
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resewch had not accumulated and sustained themselves,

surely no one could have imagined them. But even though

they are changing and newer conceptions are being adopted,

there is a continuing need to offer constructive alternatiVes.

Part of the recent Change can probably be attributed to

programmed instruction and to its related developments,

which give new emphasis to details in the relationships

between instructimal materials or instructional procedures

and their effects. The sometimes painstaking revision and

evcaution of materials reflects a view of instruction and

learning very different from that whidh spawned the earlier

broad comparisons. It seems fair to say that the newer

procedures are not only different, but more productive

both in terms of immediate instructional results and the

impraved understanding of variables influential in

instruction.

The present intent is not just to encourage change,

nor to help focus attention on the details of instructional

procedure, but more specifically to foster the recognition

that most instruction proceeds in small and verbal steps;

this emphasizes the need to comprehend how people process

and remember sentences and the need to knaa better the

characteristics of sentences which facilitate or impede

memary. The intent is similar to Underwood's (Underwood,

in Melton, 1964, p. 52) when he argues the significance

(of verbal learning as follows:

Perhaps it is not justifiable to view the

nonsense syllable as the pedant's playmate.

In any event, the position taken here is

that the work in verbal learningrote
verbal learningmay stan4 squarely in the

center of all human learning. Research in

verbal learning is shooting out phenomena and

theories Which are touching, sometimes in

a very fundamental way, all areas of human
.
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learning fram simple conditioning to
the study of the thought processes.

It is similar also to Miller's explanation of his own psycho-

linguistic interests (1962, p. 761), when he writes: "I

now believe that mind is something more than a four-letter

Anglo-Saxon word--human minds exist and it is our job as

psychologists to study them. Moreover, I believe that one

of the best ways to study a human mind is by studying the

verbal systems that it uses." But most of all the intent

here resembles that which Rothkopf treats under the heading

of "mathemagenics", i.e., activities of S which are productive

of learning (see, e.g., Rothkopf, in Krumboltz, 1965, pp. 198-9).

Up until the present, his interests have been implemented

consistently with studies which employ written instructive

materials as stimuli, but they are not necessarily so limited.

Spoken language stimuli, as included and represented in the

present study, can be accommodated without affecting the

obvious concern with verbal learning.

Related Literature

The literature that is appropriate to the interests of

the present study represents a range of work and thinking

in the very general areas of language and human dcamunication.

It includes sore materials which are most likely to be other-

wise included under the headings Of public address, composition

(or "rhetoric"), instructional and training researdh, readabil-

ity and/or journalism, verbal learning, and psyCholinguistics.

Of these, the last is prObably the most general and includes

the greater amount of apparently relevant material.

Among psycholinguists, many share interest in Miller's

suspicion (1962, p. 760) that the remembering of sentences

consists usually of remembering the "kernel" (i.e., the simple,
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active declarative form of a sentence), plus remeMbering

a footnote about the sentence's syntactic structure.

For example, the sentence "The nen was not bitten by the

dog." is remembered as "The dog bit the man.", plus

footnotes to represent the fact that the original sentence

was negative and passive. Fram this, the original can

be accmately reconstructed. Several consequences can

be deduced from Miller's suspicion and so far these

have fared rather well in a number of recent studies

(e.g., Mehler, 1963; Gough, 1965; Prentice, 1966).

There are of course some conflicting results and these

raise doubts concerning the accuracy or completeness of

Miller's argunents (Fillenbaum, 1968; Slain, 1966;

Martin and Roberts, 1966). Since Miller contends that

the kernel sentence and the sentence structure are separately

remembered, it can be suspected also that the transformation

of one structure into another (e.g., from negative, active

declarative--"He did not cut the meat."--into interrogative

passive--"Was the meat cut by him?") is affected by the

number of transformation rules applied and, ancng other

things, that the time required to execute the transformation

is a function of that number. It should follow also that

kernel sentences have the greatest Chance to be accurately

remembered, since no separate and potentially unreliable

memory of a syntactic footnote is needed to reconstruct

them.

For years there has been a body of opinion which in

a very limited way would appear to support Hiller's view.

Passive voice has been suspect and experts have cautioned

against its use. No less aperson than E.G. Boring has

written that "The passive irritates the reader who wants

clear direct diction." (Oontemperary Ftychology, 1968, p. 694).
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Other authorities on effective writing are similarly

concerned, giving such advice as "Prefer the active to

the passive voice except for purposes of style CT' of

special effect. The passive voice is appropriate when the

doer of the action is unknown or irrelevant to the statement."

(Woolley, Scott, and Bracher, 1951, p. 121) and "The

passive voice, essentially weaker than the active, often

suggests uncertainty or timidity, as though the writer

lacked courage to speak cut boldly. In fact, the overuse

of the passivethe 'good-time-was-had-by-all' pattern--

may be such a persistent characteristic of your style that

you ought to lean over backwardt to avcdd this outaard

sign of amateurishness." (Pence and Bergmann, 1956, p. 26).

Experts cn speaking share the cpinion and recommend that

we "Prefer active to passive verbs. Passive verbs are useful,

even indispensable, CT' they would not exist in the language.

Lse them for special effects. But fox- regular duty use

active verbs...You might be startled at the higher percentage

of active verbs used by masters of language." (Brigance, 1952,

p. 312).

The advantage which will result fram the occasional

and judicious use of passives is not precisely indicated

by the experts. Instead, they make more general suggestions

that, used-as-directed, passives "flavor" and lend variety

to messages and that passives don't harm sentences which

are secondary to the writer's or speaker's purpose. They

suggest also that audiences will make unfavorable judgments

about those who use passives to excess. It seems, then,

that the prediction with the clearest instructional relevance

is Miller's, since it is consistent with his view to believe

that sentences in active voice are more likely to be

remembered accurately.
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The clearest prediction with respect to queries or

interrogative sentences seems also to care from Miller.

Since he holds that kernel sentences--the simple, active

declaratives--are remembered separately and independently

of their syntactic footnotes and that non-kernels are

reconstituted from this information at the time of recall,

it should be pTedicted that interrogatives, like passives,

will be less well remembered than otherwise comparable

kernel sentences. Doubts (ar should we say, "questions"?)

concerning this can be justified on the basis of sore of

Rothkopf's mathemagenic studies and of related, earlier

work (e.g., Rothkopf, 1966; Carmichael and Dearborn, 1947;

Hershberger, 1963). At least sore experts in oral communi-

cation represent a. similarly skeptical view (e.g.,

Baird and Knower, 1957, p. 143). The "test-like events"

whidh Rothkopf and others have investigated reveal

several apparently distinctive consequences. The length

of time that S will spend efficiently scanning or inspecting

training materials seems to be extended simply by the

insertion of a few qurnies into the materials. Also, the

inspection time per unit of material appears to decrease

(i.e., reading speed apparently increases) immediately

following the inserted queries. furthermore, a rather

general facilitation of learning frm the materials seems

to result, not just facilitation directly related to the

questions asked. Finally, such facilitation has been

observed to occur even in the absence of feedback or

confirmation of Ss' responses to queries. These observed

consequences of test-like events do nct directly indicate

that queries r2., se are faithfully remembered, but they

suggest strongly that people in the role of receivers deal

with queries in unique ways. Some of the evidence resembles



that of a Zeigarnik effect, which essentially is

wemory for interesting, uncompleted tasks. In a

query sentence sets a task which is not likely te

concluded. If the task, whidh is represented in

is of some interest to the reader or listener one

is not completed, which in some sense would alwa

case, then Zeigarnik effects can be expected.

There is a further and loose chain of reascr

relates to the determinants of memory for verbal

and which emerges best from the extensive researc

of readability (see, e.g., Klare, 1963, or Mille/

In typical readability formulas which have been c

over the years, two main elements appear. Althot

be and each has been indexed in many ways, varyir

particular interests and opportunities of the inx

the two elem2nts essentially represent grammatice

and word difficulty; the evidence indicates that

which are granmatically complex and/or those couT

long, hard, and rare words are also those which t

difficult to learn from or to understand. "Long,

rare" are not synonyus when applied to words, yet

of each are found to correlate substantially and

thus approach synonymy. In fact, Zipf (1935) has

the longer words are virtually forced out of corn

amd replaced with ccntractions ca, other short wca

for "gasoline") whenever the longer word becomes

frequently required.

The findings of readability research seem cl

and milg)ht be taken as indications that common, hi

words are easiest to remember and rare words hard

is paausible on other gx6unds also, such as the f

words will exhibit fewer asscciates, are thus les
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and should thus be more difficult to remenber. Nevertheless,

two recent studies cast doubt on sudh plausible predictions.

Shepard's study (1967), which includes a concern with the

recognition memory for words, finds that "rare" words far

him, whidh are represented in word occurrence frequencies of

less than one per million, were recognized more successfully

cn second presentation than were "common" words (i.e., those

at least 100 occurrences per million). A similar result

is reported by Thorndike and Garrettson (1968), who bound

that no significant contribution to their word difficulty

criterion was made by word frequency differences. There

is some possibility that both Shepard's and the Thorndike-

Garrettson results could be artifacts of the studies' methods

and may not generalize reliably to the principal situations

in which human verbal menory is employed. However, there

is Obviously some possibility also that their results are

not just artifactual and that relatively rare words gain

some consistent, if also modest, advantage in memory. As

will be seen later in the results of the present study,

this possibility is gaining strength, even though readability

evidence and studies of meaningfulness and codability

suggest otherdise. Shepard speculates that his result

could stem fram "...a greater immunity of the rare words

to proactive interference from words seen by Ss prior to

their experimental session" (Shepard, 1967, p. 159) or

fram a von Restorff effect.-the facilitated memory for the

strange or atypical.

Problem

As the foregoing has already suggested, the present

exploratory study originates in the increasingly prouinent



view that the most hliman of human activities are predominantly

verbal, in the additional view that instruction relies

heavily on sequences of and memory for sentences, and

furthermore, that sudhmemory has been too rarely examined

to date. It will be apparent too that the casual equating

of education and "book learning" is not only crude but

dangerously deceptive; speech, listening, and memory for

sudh typically verbal experiences must be treated as equally

significant.

If the extent and limitations of human memory for verbal

materials or verbal experiences are of broad and general

significance, as both Undermaod and Miller have indicated

and are cd' more specific importance in:in6truttional-training

contexts, essentially as Rothkopf and many readability

researchers imply, and if present evidence is sketdhy, as

it is invariably safe to contend, where should the further

research efforts be immediately applied? Obviously, there

is no single and simple answer, but the question serves

at least as background to the choices made in the present

study.

The few decisions required to constitute the design

of the present small study begin with the decision to

consider only simple sentences and to examine learner

performance under the two conditions of audio (spoken)

presentation and print. Similarly, it is of interest to

compare performance when learners are required either to

recognize sentences identical to those in the original

list WI alternatively, to recognize non-identical sentences

incorporating the gist from original sentences, but with

one CT' more original words replaced by synonyms. In addition,

memory for simple, active declarative sentences (i.e., kernels)

is to be compared with each of the principal transfOrmations--
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from active voice to passive, fram affirmation to negation,

and from declaration either to interrogation Coll exclamation.

Finally, since there is growing ambiguity with respect to

word frequency as a factor in remembering, three levels of

sentence subject word frequency are included. With these

few decisicns and with only a few additional procedural

refinements, the requirenents for implementing the study are

met.

Procedures

The 87 subjects (Ss) Bar the study were University

freshmen and were recruited from among enrollees in Englidh

oomposition courses. A recruiting appeal was distributed

in the classes and it'ilidicatddthht btudy.patiicipants

would need to participate in a very brief "sign-up" session,

then in a later instructional session lasting about three

hours. In return far full participation, Ss would receive

$7.00. When vcaunteers reported for the first brief session,

a 24-item vocabulary test was administered and they were

informed that the details of the second and final session

would be indicated in a later, mailed announcement. The

vocabulary test scores were then used to form matched "quadruplet"

sets of Ss. In each quadruplet set, two members were assigned

randomly to Group I and the others randomly either to Group II

or Group III. (Initially, Group I was to have been two

distinct groups, but practical considerations later precluded

that.)

The three groups of Ss identified above represent

treatments in which the following general conditions were

employed:

Group I: The original or instructional
(n=47) stimulus sentences and the later
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sentences cornprising the
recognition test were presented
in audio form and at a speech
rate of approximately 70 words
per minute.1 The recognition
test included twice as many
sentences as had been originally
presented and, of these, half
were rephrased sentences
equivalent in meaning to
sentences in the original
set, while the other half
served essentially as distractors.
The speech rate during presentation
of the audio recognition test
was about 50-.55 words per minute,
not counting the time allowed
for Ss' responding. The
distFactor sentences had been
constructed at the sane tine
as the other sentences, but
had then been assigned randomly
to their distrector role. As
each sentence of the recognition
test was presented, Ss were
to indicate whether a sentence
of the same meaning had appeared
in the original set.

Group II: The original or instructional
(n=24) stimulus sentences and the later

sentences comprising the recognition
test were presented in mimeographed
fp.m. As in both other groups,
the recognition test included
twice the number of sentences
originally presented and, of
these, Mt were identical. to
those in the original set, while
the other half were the same set
of randomly selected distractor

3.This is slower than normal speech rate. Most estimates
place normal speech rates in the range of 160-175 words
per minute (see, e.g., Carroll, 1964, p. 60)
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sentences used in recognition
testing of the two other groups.

Group III: Conditions far this group
(n=16) combine features from both of

the two groups above. The
oonditions associated with
presentation of the original
or instructional stimulus
sentences were designed to be
the same as those for Group II
and the recognition test was
presented in mimeographed form,
also as in Group II; however,
the recognition test contents
consisted of the set of distractor
sentences used throughout,
plus rephrased sentences used
in the recognition test of
Group I.

The principal materials required for the main or

instructional session with Ss consisted of 1080 simple

sentences which were specially constructed for the purpose.

TO investigate memory for sentences which have more or

less frequent nouns as sentence subjects, three samples of

360 nouns were first drawn from the standard source of sudh

information, the Thorndike-Lorge Word Book (1944). One

of these samples consisted of "low frequency" nouns, those

with reported frequencies of occurrence of three per million

words or less. The "medium frequency" nouns have reported

frequencies in the range of 10 to 18 per million and the

"high frequency" nouns occur 50 times CT' more per million.

Referring next to a Webster's Seventh New Collegiate

rictiamst, 1080 verbs were drawn for pairingwith the

selected nouns. The pairings were accomplished and, from

them, the simple declarative sentences were then written.

In eadh of the three groups of 360 sentences, representing

the three levels of noun frequency, eadh sentence uas
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assigned rendmmly to one of the twelve categmies of a

3 x 2 x 2 'icube". The cube represents three sentence types,

declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory; two voices,

active and passive; and two valences, affirmative and

negative. Sentences were then transformed as necessary to

conform to the requirements of their assigned category.

The 30 sentences in each of these smallest categories wexe

then evenly and randamly divided to constitute the set

of 15 sentences which would appear in the original or

instructional set and a second set of 15 which would serve

as the distractors during recognition testing. TWo further

procedures were required to prepare the necessary sentence

materials and these were, first, to prepare rephrasings of

the 15 original or instructicnal sentences in each category

in order to provide sentences equivalent to the originals

in meaning; this was done by systematically substituting

either synonymous verbs CT' synonymous sentence objects.

Finally, three orderings of the original sentences were

prepared and duplicated both as mimeographed material for

Ss to read and as audio tape reccTings.

TO review, then, the principal materials consist of

1080 specially constructed sentences which were developed

on a. base, first, of equal numbers of nouns selected to

represent high, medium, and 1a4 frequencies anornal

occurrence. There were 360 nouns representing eaCh frequency.

Nouns were then matdhed with selected verbs and the simple,

active declarative ("kernel") sentences were thus constructed.

Eadh sentence at each frequency level wasHassigned to one

of twelve classes, in effect determining whether co what

transformation(s) would be applied. These wexe then applied

and each resulting set of 80 sentences was further div!ded

into two sets of 15, one of whidh constituted the original
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or instructional set and the other the recognition test's

distractor set. In addition, the sentences of each original

set were rephrased to preserve the gist or semantic equivalence,

but to be not verbatim. The sentences were arranged in

three orders for original presentation, then duplicated,

either in mimeographed or audio recording. A trained

broadcaster voiced the audio materials. A sample of the

sentences is presented in.Appendix B.

As Ss reperted for the second and principal study

session, they were directed to their assigned rooms. Groups

II and III met together in one room, since the differences

in their materials did not require their physical separation,

but Ss ct' Group I were assigned to three rooms, representing

the three crderings of their materials. The experimenter (E)

orb proctor in each room gave brief oral instructions to

his group and these consisted at the outset of little Erre

than a statement that Ss would read or hear a list of

sentences, that they dhould read or listen carefully, and

that they wouad be asked questions about the sentences

later. The presentation of the "instructional" sentenles

then began. In the audio rooms, the pacing was sudh that

presentation of the 540 sentences required 45 minutes, which

is en average rate of 12 sentences per minute. In the

other roam, the rate was paced by E, who signaled the times

for advancing to the next page of sentences. His pace also

achieved the average rate of 12 sentences per mdnute.

At the end of the 45 minute instructional session,

Ss were given a five minmte intermission, then the brief

instructions for the recognition test were presented. The

Ss were informed that they would read CT' hear a list of

sentences. If a sentence seemed familiar, i.e., if it was

identical or similar to one whidh they had just encountered,
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they should mark an "RI on the response card provided. If

not, they should mark a "B". Each S was provided a packet

consisting of instructions, a pencil, eleven mark sense

cards, and for Ss not in the audio condition, a mimeographed

1080 sentence recognition test. The recognition test

proceeded for just less than an hour, then a five minute

intermission was given and the Ss then returned and completed

the task in approximately one additional hour. In all,

the session thus had a duration just less than three hours.

Results

The dependent variable which has been employed throughout

and in terms of which the following results are presented

consists of a score representing the number of stimulus

sentences and of distractor sentences of a given class

Whidh were correctly differentiated by S. Correct differentiation

means only that sentences frum the previously encountered

"stimulus" set were designated as sudh by S and conversely

for sentences from the distractor set. Far ease in inter-

preting and comparing these scores, they are reported in

Tables 1, 3, and 5 as proportions. It should be borne in

mind also that, on the average, chance responding yields

one correct response out of two.

In the tables which follow, Tables 1, 3, and 5 summarize

the scores of Ss in Groups I, II, and III. These are,

respectively, the audio group, which was required to reccgnize

sentences which had meanings equivalent to those sentences

in the stimulus set; the print group, which vas required to

recognize sentences identical to those in the original

stimulus set; and the print group Which was required to

recognize non-identical but semantically equivalent sentences,
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essentially as in Group I. For each group, recall though

that the stimulus sentences and the recognition test sentences

were presented in the same mode or sane channel. The

inherent and prudent differences in the conditions of

criterion testing detract fram direct comparisons of the

groups' performances, so these are not attempted. Tables

2, 4, and 6 summarize the tests for main effects and

interactions in the data from Groups I, II, and III,

respectively.

The statistical analyses summarized in Tables 2, 4, and 6

and thee oarresponding summaries of Ss' correct. response

proportions, which are presented in Tables 1, 3, and 5,

merit two immediate and brief comments. First, significant

main effects are indeed rare and in fact appear only in

connection with the word frequency variable (i.e., that

based on the noun which serves as the sentence subject and

on the frequency with which the noun occurs in ordinary

English). This result is especially interesting since it

reveals an effect which is contrary to most expectations.

Nevertheless, in two groups out of three, word frequency

is associated with a significant main effect and both reflect

a trend in which sentences with high frequency nouns are

typically less well rerembered than those with medium fre.

quency nouns and they, in turn, are less well remembered than

sentences constructed on low frequency nouns. Secondly,

significant interaction effects appear throughout the analyses

and with at least sone pattern to them. Each of the significant

interactions and, where appropriate, the comparable non-

significant interactions are plotted and presented in

Figures 1 - 4.

The most apparent feature of the several significant

interaction effects is that all involve the "D" or declarative-
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TABLE 1

Cell-by-Cell Proportions of Correct Responses for Ss in Group I (n=47):

Stimulus and Test Sentences Presented as Audio; Tgsted for Recognition

of Sentences Semantically Equivalent to Originals

O.%

Cr
%sae

§ c4
, (NIal .6376 .6035 .5738 .6333

A
9, Ne%,. ,,,.. .5730 .6348 .5872 .5830

RI

ACTIVE VOICE (A1) PASSIVE VOICE (A2)

AFFIRM (BI) NEG (B2) AFFIRM (El) NEG (B2)

.6142 .5326 .5851 .5298

.6213 .6120 .5617 .6574

.7000 .6440 .6106 .5617

.5886 .5929 .5922 .5695

.6816 .6262 .6546 .6099

.6553 .6894 .5596 .6823

.6163 .6035 .7340 .6702
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TABLE 2

Summary of the Analysis of
Main Effects and Interactions:

Data from Group I

Source df MS

.41re'

F P ___

ABCD 4 52.1706 1.0986

ABC 2 2.5311 .0533 .9481

ABD 2 180.2941 3.7966 .0228

ACD 4 126.0339 2.6540 .0318

BCD 4 298.3025 6.2816 .0000

AB 1 13.7431 .2894 .5907

AC 2 83.6744 1.7620 .1722

AD 2 262.9617 5.5374 .0040

BC 2 33.2228 .6996 .4970

BD 2 71.3797 1.5031 .2229

CD 4 89.9428 1.8940 .1093

A 1 138.1197 2.9085 .0884

B 1 23,2693 .4900 .4841

C 2 695.0103 14.6354 .0000

D 2 107.4138 2.2619 .1047

Error 1044 47.4883

.4111.111

A = Active-Passive
= Affirrative-Negative

C = "Ccomconess" (Frequency) of Noun
D = Declarative-Interrogative-Exclamatory
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Ce11-by4Cell proportions of-Correct Fesponsds for Ss i

Stimulus and Test Sentences Presented as Print; Tgste

of Sentences Identical to the Origins

11.001.1 ,o.

124

IN&

5414A

ACTIVE VOICE (Al)

AFFIRM (131) NEG (132)

PASSIVE VOA

AFFIRM (BD

.7056 5944

/
.6639

.7139 .6333 .6236

.6153 .6833 .6333

.7125 .7069 .6306

.7556 .6694 .6680

.6528 .6222 .6847

.7319 .7097 .7306

.7125 .7208 .6472

.6097 .6611 .7375
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TABLE 4

Summary of the Analysis of
Main Effects and Interactions:

Data from Group II

Source df MS F P

ABED 14 8,,5042 .6579 .6214

ABC 2 16.3802 1.2672 .2820

ABD 2 41.5826 3.2169 .0405

ACD 4 15.5038 1.1994 .3094

BCD 4 50.9658 3.9428 .0035

AB 1 1.0186 .0788 .7789

AC 2 23.7133 1.8345 .1602

AD 2 104.6280 8.0942 .0003

BC 2 23.2958 1.8022 .1654

BD 2 26.4562 2.0467 .1297

CD 4 25.7556 1.9925 .0935

A 1 8.3051 .6425 .4230

B 1 12.8410 .9934 .3192

C 2 106.3990 8.2312 .0003

D 2 22.6469 1.7520 .1739

Error 1044 12.9263

A = Active-Passive
B = Affirmative-Negative
C = "Comnonness (Frequency) of Noun

D = Declarative-Interrogative-Exclamatory
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TABLE 5

Cell-by-Cell Proportions of Correct Responses for Ss in Group III (nr.16):

Stimulus and Test Sentences Presented as Print; Tested for Recognition

of Sentences Semantically Equivalent to Originals

Ita...0101.1410001041.0.00.1.111w*.

ACTIVE VOICE (Al) PASSIVE VOICE (A2)

521

AFFIRM (B1) NEG (B2) AFFIRM (B1) NEG (B2)

.6354 .6062 .6271 .5979

.6396 .6708 .6333 .6604

.5604 .6833 .6396 .6021

.6896 .6271 .6333 .6688

.6521 .6479 .6417 .6229

.6188 .6604 .6312 .5979

.6396 .6938 .6729 .7042

.6625 .7021 .6167 .6667

.5979 .5979 .7125 .6375

if"
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TABLE 6

Summary of the Analysis of
Main Effects and Interactions:

Data fram Group III

aisulmw===telnlor.greerrosarlares

Source df MS

ABCD 4 12.1612 1.4517

ABC 2 4.8596 .5801 .5600

ABD 2 26.3597 3.1466 .0434

ACD 4 .9.1990 1.0981 .3561

BCD 4 12.9981 1.5516 .1851

AB 1 3.4003 .4059 .5242

AC 2 7.9818 .9528 .3860

AD 2 9.1211 1.0888 .3370

BC 2 5.4795 .6541 .5201

BD 2 2.9429 .3513 .7038

CD 4 7.3099 .8726 .4797

A 1 .6157 .0735 .7863

B 1 4.5220 .5398 .4627

C 2 19.7425 2.3567 .0952

D 2 15,2834 1.8244 .1618

Error 1044 8.3772

A = Active-Passive
B = Affirmative-Negative
C = "Commonness" (Frequency) of Noun
D = Declarative-Interrogative-Exclamatory
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interrogative-exclamatory sentence variable. In the data from

each of the three treatment groups and as plotted in Figure 1,

"Er interacts jointly with sentence voice (active-passive)

and with valence (affirnative-negative). Also, in the data

from Group I and as plotted in Figure 2, "Er interacts jointly

with sentence voice and with the word (i.e., the noun) fre-

quency variable. Ncte too that although this particular inter-

action is significant only for Group I, Figure 2 shows many

similarities in the plots for all three groups. It at least

suggests that the same interaction might be found under the

other groups' conditions, if somewhat greater care were ex-

ercised.

Figure 3 shows also that "D" interacts jointly with

sentence valence and with the sentence subject's word fre-

quency variable. The interaction is significant in data fram

Groups I and II, but not in III. Whether the failure of the

interaction in Group III is inherent or essentially a procedural

problem is not at all easy to predict. Suffice it to say

that there would appear to be as many differences in the pacts

from Groups I and II, both of which represent significant

interactions, as between them and Group III, for which the

interaction is not significant. Finally, the "rel variable

interacts with sentence voice and this is plotted in Figure 4,

which also indicates that the interaction achieved significance

in data fromGeoups I and II, but not III.

Discussion

It is unclear whether to begin with a consideration of

results which relate to the interests of Miller, of Rothkopf,

of investigators ccncerned with text readability-comprehensi-

bility, or perhaps in terms of the web-like interaction effects

whidh have appeared. It is clear though that this at least
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is not the time or place for spreading and incorporating these

few results into prescriptions for educators. It is not

even certain that the learning task represented in the present

study has important elements in common with those of education,

although it is highly plausible that such is the case.

Interactions, especially those at the three-term level

or higher, represent a very difficult task of interpretation

and they usually are at leagt somewhat disturbing to consider,

so those from the present work might as well be examined

now and, to the extent possible, disposed of. The ABD inter-

action represented in Figure I would seem to implicate passive

interrogative affirmative sentences as a principal basis for

the observed effect. Sentence voice alone shows a very mixed

effect and sentence valence also shows facilitation under some

specific conditions but not under others. Consistently, though,

there is at least a modest drop in correct respcnses for

interrogative sentences whidh are also affirmative and passive,

even though other interrogative sentences show no such drop,

but rather a tendency in the opposite direction. This ABD

interaction achieved significance for all three treatment

groups, it reveals a similar pattern of effects in each of

the three, and it suggests that memory for spoken language

and for print share much of the same effect.

The ACD interaction represented in Figure 2 is only

significant for Group I, the audio condition, and the important

features of the interaction can hardly be described, much

less interpreted. Perhaps it should be noted, though, that

the plots representing active and passive sentences which

are also constructed on high frequency, or "common" nouns

are thoroughly comparable plots; the plct for passives is simply

at a slightly lower performance level than the one for active

voice. There is an apparent parallel also in the plots for
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those active voice sentences based on medium frequency and

on rare nouns. The most distinctive feature of the Group I

plct represents performance in the recognition of "rare

noun" passive sentences, for them, the exclamatory sentences

show distinct facilitation, not an inhibition of performance,

as with the others.

The BCD interaction, as plotted in Figure 3, gives

further indication that memory for sentences oonsists of

something more than an accumulation of main effects. Some

facilitation of the memory fbr interrogative sentences

is again suggested, as it has been under other combinations

of conditions, but obvious exceptions are also in evidence.

For example, the apparently facilitated performance associated

with interrogatives involving common nouns and negatives,

with rare nouns and negatives, and with medium frequency

nouns and affirmatives, is opposite the apparent effects with

interrogatives Which axe based on rare nouns and affirmatives.

Such results arouse suspicions concerning the adequacy of the

"kernel-plus-fbothOte" idea of Miller. The Ss do nct consistently

handle declaratives better than interrogatives, for example,

nor do they appear to handle footncte infbrmation independently,

but instead, some combinations of fbotnotes seem more

manageable than others. Finally, the AD interaction, shown

graphically in Figure 4, seems only to say that memory far

interrogatives is someWhat facilitated when such sentences

are also in active voice, but there is little effect crncne

when they are passive.

On the whole, it must be said that Rothkopf'.., recent

findings seembetter preparation fbr results like those observed

here than are Miller's findings and interpretations. Especially,

it is ncted that interrogatives, queries, or "test-like events",

as Rothkopf seems to prefer to call them, are prominently
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involved in many of the more interesting:of the observed

effects; there are nany instances in which the highest

relative level of performance is associated with some com-

bdnation involving interrogatives and in view of some of

the "mathemagenic" effects whidh Rothkopf reports, results

like those of the present study seem at least generally

consistent. Because of the recurrence of interactions,

it must be an oversimplification to indicate only that

queries give rise to Zeigarnik effects (see pp. 6-7), sudh

an interpretation seems at least crudely correct.

The last of the results to be considered is that

represented in the only significant main effect, one which

adhieved significiance in the data from Groups I and II.

The variable is the noun frequency variable, which happens

also to be implicated in two of the four significant inter-

action effects. This rules out simple interpretations.

It can be noted, though, that the sentences constructed on

relatively rare nouns as sentence subjects frequently appear

in the evidence as those which were readily recognized by

Ss and that sentences constructed on relatively high

frequency, commonly occurring nouns were also not readily

recognized in many instances. These recurring signs fram

the data seem consistent with the findings of Shepard and

of Thorndike and Garrettson, cited earlier, and they fail to

confanm to expectations based on the majority vied from

readability research. One statement of that view comes tram

Miller (1951, p. 134) and says that:

All studies seem to agree that short,
familiar words nake a. passage easy, while

long, unfikniar words make it difficult.

The major disagreemant has been which
measure of familiarity should be adopted.
In some cases lists of easy woyds have
been compiled, where 'easy' is defined



in terms of use and familiarity to
grade school children....

There is now some possibility that word familiar:

by frequency of u.4e, is not always the aid in ser

or at least in recognition, that we seem to have
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APPENDIX A
Vocabulary Test

DIRECTIONS: Please read the questions below carefully. Answer
each one by blackening in the appropriate spot on the IBM card.

Be sure you write your name on the card and respond to every item.

1 isguised means
A crooked
B argued
C uncovered
D hidden

2 Disproved means
A scolded
B dislike
C false
D denied

3 Implicate means to
A involve
B remove
C retaliate
D suggest

4 Calamitous means
A unpopular
B noisy
C rude
D disastrous

5 Intricacy means
A closeness
B confusion
C complexity
D delicacy

6 Eject means to
A throw out
B command
C restore
D sadden

7 Contort means to
A argue
B deny
C answer
D twist

8 Synopsis means a
A farewell
B chapter
C summary
D set of rules

9 Fatigued means
A sick
B tired
C sweaty
D overweight

10 Emergence means
A laziness
B going together
C coming forth
D sudden need

11 Auton,my means
A self-government
B mechanical
C branch of learning
D physical strength

12 Decadence means 20

A decision
B out of step
C every ten years
D decline

13 Clique means
A a game
B a social group
C a noise
D knife

14 Arrogant means
A stubborn
B haughty
C discbedient
D angry

15 Berate neans
A to judge
B discount
C to imver
D scold

16 Cursory means
A hasty
B gloomy
C insulting
D traitorous

17 Laudabte means
Araordinary
B &mendable
C apparent
Inabsiard

18 Lucrative means
A blunt
B profitable
C heroic
D undue

19 Rotund means
fi plump
B_deodmposed
C baCkward

..1) sane

20 Avid means
A eager
B vivid
C arid
D morbid

21 Redundant means
A poisonous
B peculiar
C superfluous
D repudiate

22 Effete means
A informal
B thievish
C emotional
D useless

23 Impecunious means
A poor
B tolerant
C wealthy
D permanent

24 Churlidh means
A happy-go-lucky
B surly
C servile
D courtly
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APPDENDIX B

A Sample of Stimulus and Distractor Sentences

The attack abets the victory.

The attempt culminates in success.

The advantage does not heighten the c:pposition.

The appeal does not guarantee freedom.

The audience is stimulated by the address.

Routine is disrupted by anger.

The incident is not dramatized by the act.

Youth is not darkened by age.

Does the violin emanate melody?

Does the volcano emit lava?

Does the word not precede the phrase?

Does the indignation not transfuse society?

Is the victim chased by the villain?

Is the branCh alighted on by the wren?

Is the tray not bumped by the waiter?

Are the guilty not trapped by the web?

The spotlight guides the plane!

The placard specifies the writ!

A lacquer does not restore a floor!

Rabies does not disable the kitten!

The diet is dictated by an ulcer!

The young are cared for by the progenitor!

The origin is not 6rbitted by the projectile!

The man is not squirted by the grapefruit!


